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Abstract
This paper investigates the theoretical foundations of metric learning, focused on three
key questions that are not fully addressed in prior work: 1) we consider learning general low-
dimensional (low-rank) metrics as well as sparse metrics; 2) we develop upper and lower (minimax)
bounds on the generalization error; 3) we quantify the sample complexity of metric learning in
terms of the dimension of the feature space and the dimension/rank of the underlying metric;
4) we also bound the accuracy of the learned metric relative to the underlying true generative
metric. All the results involve novel mathematical approaches to the metric learning problem, and
also shed new light on the special case of ordinal embedding (aka non-metric multidimensional
scaling).
1 Low-Dimensional Metric Learning
This paper studies the problem of learning a low-dimensional Euclidean metric from comparative
judgments. Specifically, consider a set of n items with high-dimensional features xi ∈ Rp and suppose
we are given a set of (possibly noisy) distance comparisons of the form
sign(dist(xi,xj)− dist(xi,xk)),
for a subset of all possible triplets of the items. Here we have in mind comparative judgments
made by humans and the distance function implicitly defined according to human perceptions of
similarities and differences. For example, the items could be images and the xi could be visual
features automatically extracted by a machine. Accordingly, our goal is to learn a p× p symmetric
positive semi-definite (psd) matrix K such that the metric dK(xi,xj) := (xi − xj)TK(xi − xj),
where dK(xi,xj) denotes the squared distance between items i and j with respect to a matrix K,
predicts the given distance comparisons as well as possible. Furthermore, it is often desired that
the metric is low-dimensional relative to the original high-dimensional feature representation (i.e.,
rank(K) ≤ d < p). There are several motivations for this:
• Learning a high-dimensional metric may be infeasible from a limited number of comparative
judgments, and encouraging a low-dimensional solution is a natural regularization.
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(a) A general low rank psd
matrix
(b) A sparse and low rank
psd matrix
Figure 1: Examples of K for p = 20 and d = 7. The sparse case depicts a situation in which only
some of the features are relevant to the metric.
• Cognitive scientists are often interested in visualizing human perceptual judgments (e.g., in a
two-dimensional representation) and determining which features most strongly influence human
perceptions. For example, educational psychologists in [1] collected comparisons between visual
representations of chemical molecules in order to identify a small set of visual features that most
significantly influence the judgments of beginning chemistry students.
• It is sometimes reasonable to hypothesize that a small subset of the high-dimensional features
dominate the underlying metric (i.e., many irrelevant features).
• Downstream applications of the learned metric (e.g., for classification purposes) may benefit from
robust, low-dimensional metrics.
With this in mind, several authors have proposed nuclear norm and `1,2 group lasso norm regulariza-
tion to encourage low-dimensional and sparse metrics as in Fig. 1b (see [2] for a review). Relative
to such prior work, the contributions of this paper are three-fold:
1. We develop novel upper bounds on the generalization error and sample complexity of learning
low-dimensional metrics from triplet distance comparisons. Notably, unlike previous generalization
bounds, our bounds allow one to easily quantify how the feature space dimension p and rank or
sparsity d < p of the underlying metric impacts the sample complexity.
2. We establish minimax lower bounds for learning low-rank and sparse metrics that match the
upper bounds up to polylogarithmic factors, demonstrating the optimality of learning algorithms
for the first time. Moreover, the upper and lower bounds demonstrate that learning sparse (and
low-rank) metrics is essentially as difficult as learning a general low-rank metric. This suggests
that nuclear norm regularization may be preferable in practice, since it places less restrictive
assumptions on the problem.
3. We use the generalization error bounds to obtain model identification error bounds that quantify
the accuracy of the learned K matrix. This problem has received very little, if any, attention in
the past and is crucial for interpreting the learned metrics (e.g., in cognitive science applications).
This is a bit surprising, since the term “metric learning” strongly suggests accurately determining
a metric, not simply learning a predictor that is parameterized by a metric.
2
1.1 Comparison with Previous Work
There is a fairly large body of work on metric learning which is nicely reviewed and summarized in
the monograph [2], and we refer the reader to it for a comprehensive summary of the field. Here we
discuss a few recent works most closely connected to this paper. Several authors have developed
generalization error bounds for metric learning, as well as bounds for downstream applications, such
as classification, based on learned metrics. To use the terminology of [2], most of the focus has
been on must-link/cannot-link constraints and less on relative constraints (i.e., triplet constraints as
considered in this paper). Generalization bounds based on algorithmic robustness are studied in [3],
but the generality of this framework makes it difficult to quantify the sample complexity of specific
cases, such as low-rank or sparse metric learning. Rademacher complexities are used to establish
generalization error bounds in the must-link/cannot-link situation in [4, 5, 6], but do not consider the
case of relative/triplet constraints. The sparse compositional metric learning framework of [7] does
focus on relative/triplet constraints and provides generalization error bounds in terms of covering
numbers. However, this work does not provide bounds on the covering numbers, making it difficult to
quantify the sample complexity. To sum up, prior work does not quantify the sample complexity of
metric learning based on relative/triplet constraints in terms of the intrinsic problem dimensions (i.e.,
dimension p of the high-dimensional feature space and the dimension d of the underlying metric),
there is no prior work on lower bounds, and no prior work quantifying the accuracy of learned
metrics themselves (i.e., only bounds on prediction errors, not model identification errors). Finally
we mention that Fazel et a.l [8] also consider the recovery of sparse and low rank matrices from
linear observations. Our situation is very different, our matrices are low rank because they are sparse
- not sparse and simultaneously low rank as in their case.
2 The Metric Learning Problem
Consider n known points X := [x1,x2, . . . ,xn] ∈ Rp×n. We are interested in learning a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix K that specifies a metric on Rp given ordinal constraints on distances
between the known points. Let S denote a set of triplets, where each t = (i, j, k) ∈ S is drawn
uniformly at random from the full set of n
(
n−1
2
)
triplets T := {(i, j, k) : 1 ≤ i 6= j 6= k ≤ n, j < k}.
For each triplet, we observe a yt ∈ {±1} which is a noisy indication of the triplet constraint
dK(xi, xj) < dK(xi, xk). Specifically we assume that each t has an associated probability qt of
yt = −1, and all yt are statistically independent.
Objective 1: Compute an estimate K̂ from S that predicts triplets as well as possible.
In many instances, our triplet measurements are noisy observations of triplets from a true positive
semi-definite matrix K∗. In particular we assume
qt > 1/2 ⇐⇒ dK∗(xi,xj) < dK∗(xi,xk) .
We can also assume an explicit known link function, f : R → [0, 1], so that qt = f(dK∗(xi,xj) −
dK∗(xi,xk)).
Objective 2: Assuming an explicit known link function f estimate K∗ from S.
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2.1 Definitions and Notation
Our triplet observations are nonlinear transformations of a linear function of the Gram matrix
G := XTKX. Indeed for any triple t = (i, j, k), define
M t(K) := dK(xi,xj)− dK(xi,xk)
= xTi Kxk + x
T
kKxi − xTi Kxj − xTj Kxi + xTj Kxj − xTkKxk .
So for every t ∈ S, yt is a noisy measurement of sign(M t(K)). This linear operator may also be
expressed as a matrix
M t := xix
T
k + xkx
T
i − xixTj − xjxTi + xjxTj − xkxTk ,
so thatM t(K) = 〈M t,K〉 = Trace(MTt K). We will useM t to denote the operator and associated
matrix interchangeably. Ordering the elements of T lexicographically, we letM denote the linear
map,
M(K) = (M t(K)| for t ∈ T ) ∈ Rn(
n−1
2 )
Given a PSD matrix K and a sample, t ∈ S, we let `(yt〈M t,K〉) denote the loss of K with
respect to t; e.g., the 0-1 loss 1{sign(yt〈M t,K〉) 6=1}, the hinge-loss max{0, 1 − yt〈M t,K〉}, or the
logistic loss log(1 + exp(−yt〈M t,K〉)). Note that we insist that our losses be functions of our triplet
differences 〈M t,K〉. Further, note that this makes our losses invariant to rigid motions of the points
xi. Other models proposed for metric learning use scale-invariant loss functions [9].
For a given loss `, we then define the empirical risk with respect to our set of observations S to
be
R̂S(K) :=
1
|S|
∑
t∈S
`(yt〈M t,K〉).
This is an unbiased estimator of the true risk R(K) := E[`(yt〈M t,K〉)] where the expectation is
taken with respect to a triplet t selected uniformly at random and the random value of yt.
Finally, we let In denote the identity matrix in Rn×n, 1n the n-dimensional vector of all ones
and V := In − 1n1n1Tn the centering matrix. In particular if X ∈ Rp×n is a set of points, XV
subtracts the mean of the columns of X from each column. We say that X is centered if XV = 0,
or equivalently X1n = 0. If G is the Gram matrix of the set of points X, i.e. G = XTX, then we
say that G is centered if X is centered or if equivalently, G1n = 0. Furthermore we use ‖ · ‖∗ to
denote the nuclear norm, and ‖ · ‖1,2 to denote the mixed `1,2 norm of a matrix, the sum of the `2
norms of its rows. Unless otherwise specified, we take ‖ · ‖ to be the standard operator norm when
applied to matrices and the standard Euclidean norm when applied to vectors. Finally we define the
K-norm of a vector as ‖x‖2K := xTKx.
2.2 Sample Complexity of Learning Metrics.
In most applications, we are interested in learning a matrix K that is low-rank and positive-
semidefinite. Furthermore as we will show in Theorem 2.1, such matrices can be learned using fewer
samples than general psd matrices. As is common in machine learning applications, we relax the
rank constraint to a nuclear norm constraint. In particular, let our constraint set be
Kλ,γ = {K ∈ Rp×p|K positive-semidefinite, ‖K‖∗ ≤ λ,max
t∈T
〈M t,K〉 ≤ γ}.
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Up to constants, a bound on 〈M t,K〉 is a bound on xTi Kxi. This bound along with assuming
our loss function is Lipschitz, will lead to a tighter bound on the deviation of R̂S(K) from R(K)
crucial in our upper bound theorem.
LetK∗ := minK∈Kλ,γ R(K) be the true risk minimizer in this class, and let K̂ := minK∈Kλ,γ R̂S(K)
be the empirical risk minimizer. We achieve the following prediction error bounds for the empirical
risk minimzer.
Theorem 2.1. Fix λ, γ, δ > 0. In addition assume that max1≤i≤n ‖xi‖2 = 1. If the loss function `
is L-Lipschitz, then with probability at least 1− δ
R(K̂)−R(K∗) ≤ 4L

√√√√140λ2 ‖XXT ‖n log p
|S| +
2 log p
|S|
+
√
2L2γ2 log 2/δ
|S|
Note that past generalization error bounds in the metric learning literature have failed to quantify
the precise dependence on observation noise, dimension, rank, and our features X. Consider the
fact that a p× p matrix with rank d has O(dp) degrees of freedom. With that in mind, one expects
the sample complexity to be also roughly O(dp). We next show that this intuition is correct if the
original representation X is isotropic (i.e., has no preferred direction).
The Isotropic Case. Suppose that x1, · · · ,xn, n > p, are drawn independently from the
isotropic Gaussian N (0, 1pI). Furthermore, suppose that K∗ = p√dUU
T with U ∈ Rp×d is a generic
(dense) orthogonal matrix with unit norm columns. The factor p√
d
is simply the scaling needed
so that the average magnitude of the entries in K∗ is a constant, independent of the dimensions
p and d. In this case, rank(K∗) = d and ‖K∗‖F = trace(UTU) = p. These two facts imply that
the tightest bound on the nuclear norm of K∗ is ‖K∗‖∗ ≤ p
√
d. Thus, we take λ = p
√
d for the
nuclear norm constraint. Now let zi =
√
p√
d
UTxi ∼ N(0, Id) and note that ‖xi‖2K = ‖zi‖2 ∼ χ2d.
Therefore, E‖xi‖2K = d and it follows from standard concentration bounds that with large probability
maxi ‖xi‖2K ≤ 5d log n =: γ see [10]. Also, because the xi ∼ N (0, 1pI) it follows that if n > p log p,
say, then with large probability ‖XXT ‖ ≤ 5n/p. We now plug these calculations into Theorem 2.1
to obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1.1 (Sample complexity for isotropic points). Fix δ > 0, set λ = p
√
d, and assume
that ‖XXT ‖ = O(n/p) and γ := maxi ‖xi‖2K = O(d log n). Then for a generic K∗ ∈ Kλ,γ, as
constructed above, with probability at least 1− δ,
R(K̂)−R(K∗) = O
√dp(log p+ log2 n)
|S|

This bound agrees with the intuition that the sample complexity should grow roughly like dp, the
degrees of freedom on K∗. Moreover, our minimax lower bound in Theorem 2.3 below shows that,
ignoring logarithmic factors, the general upper bound in Theorem 2.1 is unimprovable in general.
Beyond low rank metrics, in many applications it is reasonable to assume that only a few of the
features are salient and should be given nonzero weight. Such a metric may be learned by insisting
K to be row sparse in addition to being low rank. Whereas learning a low rank K assumes that
distance is well represented in a low dimensional subspace, a row sparse (and hence low rank) K
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defines a metric using only a subset of the features. Figure 1 gives a comparison of a low rank
versus a low rank and sparse matrix K.
Analogous to the convex relaxation of rank by the nuclear norm, it is common to relax row
sparsity by using the mixed `1,2 norm. In fact, the geometry of the `1,2 and nuclear norm balls are
tightly related as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.2. For a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix K ∈ Rp×p, ‖K‖∗ ≤ ‖K‖1,2.
Proof. ‖K‖1,2 =
p∑
i=1
√√√√ p∑
j=1
K2i,j ≥
p∑
i=1
Ki,i = Trace(K) =
p∑
i=1
λi(K) = ‖K‖∗
This implies that the `1,2 ball of a given radius is contained inside the nuclear norm ball of the
same radius. In particular, it is reasonable to assume that it is easier to learn a K that is sparse in
addition to being low rank. Surprisingly, however, the following minimax bound shows that this is
not necessarily the case.
To make this more precise, we will consider optimization over the set
K′λ,γ = {K ∈ Rp×p|K positive-semidefinite, ‖K‖1,2 ≤ λ,max
t∈T
〈M t,K〉 ≤ γ}.
Furthermore, we must specify the way in which our data could be generated from noisy triplet
observations of a fixed K∗. To this end, assume the existence of a link function f : R→ [0, 1] so that
qt = P(yt = −1) = f(M t(K∗)) governs the observations. There is a natural associated logarithmic
loss function `f corresponding to the log-likelihood, where the loss of an arbitrary K is
`f (yt〈M t,K〉) = 1{yt=−1} log
1
f(〈M t,K〉) + 1{yt=1} log
1
1− f(〈M t,K〉)
Theorem 2.3. Choose a link function f and let `f be the associated logarithmic loss. For p
sufficiently large, then there exists a choice of γ, λ, X, and |S| such that
inf
K̂
sup
K∈K′λ,γ
E[R(K̂)]−R(K) ≥ C
√√√√C31 ln 4
2
λ2 ‖XX
T ‖
n
|S|
where C =
C2f
32
√
inf|x|≤γ f(x)(1−f(x))
sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
with Cf = inf |x|≤γ f ′(x), C1 is an absolute constant, and the
infimum is taken over all estimators K̂ of K from |S| samples.
Importantly, up to polylogarithmic factors and constants, our minimax lower bound over the `1,2
ball matches the upper bound over the nuclear norm ball given in Theorem 2.1. In particular, in the
worst case, learning a sparse and low rank matrix K is no easier than learning a K that is simply
low rank. However in many realistic cases, a slight performance gain is seen from optimizing over
the `1,2 ball when K∗ is row sparse, while optimizing over the nuclear norm ball does better when
K∗ is dense. We show examples of this in the Section 3. The proof is given in the supplementary
materials.
Note that if γ is in a bounded range, then the constant C has little effect. For the case that f is
the logistic function, Cf ≥ 14e−yt〈M t,K〉 ≥ 14e−γ . Likewise, the term under the root will be also be
bounded for γ in a constant range. The terms in the constant C arise when translating from risk
and a KL-divergence to squared distance and reflects the noise in the problem.
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2.3 Sample Complexity Bounds for Identification
Under a general loss function and arbitrary K∗, we can not hope to convert our prediction error
bounds into a recovery statement. However in this section we will show that as long as K∗ is low
rank, and if we choose the loss function to be the log loss `f of a given link function f as defined prior
to the statement of Theorem 2.3, recovery is possible. Firstly, note that under these assumptions we
have an explicit formula for the risk,
R(K) =
1
|T |
∑
t∈T
f(〈M t,K∗〉) log 1
f(〈M t,K〉) + (1− f(〈M t,K
∗〉)) log 1
1− f(〈M t,K〉)
and
R(K)−R(K∗) = 1|T |
∑
t∈T
KL(f(〈M t,K∗〉)||f(〈M t,K〉)).
The following theorem shows that if the excess risk is small, i.e. R(K̂) approximates R(K∗)
well, thenM(K̂) approximatesM(K∗) well. The proof, given in the supplementary materials, uses
standard Taylor series arguments to show the KL-divergence is bounded below by squared-distance.
Lemma 2.4. Let Cf = inf |x|≤γ f ′(x). Then for any K ∈Kλ,γ,
2C2f
|T | ‖M(K)−M(K
∗)‖2 ≤ R(K)−R(K∗).
The following may give us hope that recoveringK∗ fromM(K∗) is trivial, but the linear operator
M is non-invertible in general, as we discuss next. To see why, we must consider a more general class
of operators defined on Gram matrices. Given a symmetric matrix G, define the operator Lt by
Lt(G) = 2Gik − 2Gij +Gjj −Gkk
If G = XTKX then Lt(G) = M t(K), and more so M t = XLtXT . Analogous to M, we will
combine the Lt operators into a single operator L,
L(G) = (Lt(G)| for t ∈ T ) ∈ Rn(
n−1
2 ).
Lemma 2.5. The null space of L is one dimensional, spanned by V = In − 1n1n1Tn .
The proof is contained in the supplementary materials. In particular we see that M is not
invertible in general, adding a serious complication to our argument. However L is still invertible on
the subset of centered symmetric matrices orthogonal to V , a fact that we will now exploit. We can
decompose G into V and a component orthogonal to V denoted H,
G = H + σGV
where σG :=
〈G,V 〉
‖V ‖2F
, and under the assumption that G is centered, σG =
‖G‖∗
n−1 . Remarkably, the
following lemma tells us that a non-linear function of H uniquely determines G.
Lemma 2.6. If n > d + 1, and G is rank d and centered, then −σG is an eigenvalue of H with
multiplicity n − d − 1. In addition, given another Gram matrix G′ of rank d′, σG′ − σG is an
eigenvalue of H −H ′ with multiplicity at least n− d− d′ − 1.
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Proof. Since G is centered, 1n ∈ kerG, and in particular dim(1⊥n ∩ kerG) = n − d − 1. If
x ∈ 1⊥n ∩ kerG, then
Gx = Hx+ σGV x⇒Hx = −σGx.
For the second statement, notice that dim(1⊥n ∩ kerG−G′) ≥ n− d− d′ − 1. A similar argument
then applies.
If n > 2d, then the multiplicity of the eigenvalue −σG is at least n/2. So we can trivially identify
it from the spectrum of H. This gives us a non-linear way to recover G from H.
Now we can return to the task of recovering K∗ fromM(K̂). Indeed the above lemma implies
that G∗ (and hence K∗ if X is full rank) can be recovered from H∗ by computing an eigenvalue of
H∗. However H∗ is recoverable from L(H∗), which is itself well approximated by L(Ĥ) =M(K̂).
The proof of the following theorem makes this argument precise.
Theorem 2.7. Assume that K∗ is rank d, K̂ is rank d′, n > d+ d′ + 1, X is rank p and XTK∗X
and XT K̂X are all centered. Let Cd,d′ =
(
1 + n−1(n−d−d′−1)
)
. Then with probability at least 1− δ,
nσmin(XX
T )2
|T | ‖K̂ −K
∗‖2F ≤
2LCd,d′
C2f


√√√√140λ2 ‖XXT ‖n log p
|S| +
2 log p
|S|
+
√
2L2γ2 log 2δ
|S|

where σmin(XXT ) is the smallest eigenvalue of XXT .
The proof, given in the supplementary materials, relies on two key components, Lemma 2.6 and
a type of restricted isometry property forM on V ⊥. Our proof technique is a streamlined and more
general approach similar to that used in the special case of ordinal embedding. In fact, our new
bound improves on the recovery bound given in [11] for ordinal embedding.
We have several remarks about the bound in the theorem. If X is well conditioned, e.g. isotropic,
then σmin(XXT ) ≈ np . In that case nσmin(XX
T )2
|T | ≈ 1p2 , so the left hand side is the average squared
error of the recovery. In most applications the rank of the empirical risk minimizer K̂ is approximately
equal to the rank of K∗, i.e. d ≈ d′. Note that If d + d′ ≤ 12(n − 1) then Cd,d′ ≤ 3. Finally, the
assumption that XTK∗X are centered can be guaranteed by centering X, which has no impact on
the triplet differences 〈M t,K∗〉, or insisting that K∗ is centered. As mentioned above Cf will be
have little effect assuming that our measurements 〈M t,K〉 are bounded.
2.4 Applications to Ordinal Embedding
In the ordinal embedding setting, there are a set of items with unknown locations, z1, · · · , zn ∈ Rd
and a set of triplet observations S where as in the metric learning case observing yt = −1, for a
triplet t = (i, j, k) is indicative of the ‖zi − zj‖2 ≤ ‖zi − zk‖2, i.e. item i is closer to j than k. The
goal is to recover the zi’s, up to rigid motions, by recovering their Gram matrix G∗ from these
comparisons. Ordinal embedding case reduces to metric learning through the following observation.
Consider the case when n = p and X = Ip, i.e. the xi are standard basis vectors. Letting K∗ = G∗,
we see that ‖xi − xj‖2K = ‖zi − zj‖2. So in particular, Lt = M t for each triple t, and observations
are exactly comparative distance judgements. Our results then apply, and extend previous work on
sample complexity in the ordinal embedding setting given in [11]. In particular, though Theorem 5
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in [11] provides a consistency guarantee that the empirical risk minimizer Ĝ will converge to G∗,
they do not provide a convergence rate. We resolve this issue now.
In their work, it is assumed that ‖zi‖2 ≤ γ and ‖G‖∗ ≤
√
dnγ. In particular, sample complexity
results of the form O(dnγ log n) are obtained. However, these results are trivial in the following
sense, if ‖zi‖2 ≤ γ then ‖G‖∗ ≤ γn, and their results (as well as our upper bound) implies that true
sample complexity is significantly smaller, namely O(γn log n) which is independent of the ambient
dimension d. As before, assume an explicit link function f with Lipschitz constant L, so the samples
are noisy observations governed by G∗, and take the loss to be the logarithmic loss associated to f .
We obtain the following improved recovery bound in this case. The proof is immediate from
Theorem 2.7.
Corollary 2.7.1. Let G∗ be the Gram matrix of n centered points in d dimensions with ‖G∗‖2F =
γ2n2
d . Let Ĝ = min‖G‖∗≤γn,‖G‖∞≤γ RS(G) and assume that Ĝ is rank d, with n > 2d+ 1. Then,
‖Ĝ−G∗‖2F
n2
= O
(
LCd,d
C2f
√
γn log n
|S|
)
3 Experiments
To validate our complexity and recovery guarantees, we ran the following simulations. We generate
x1, · · · ,xn iid∼ N (0, 1pI), with n = 200, and K∗ = p√dUU
T for a random orthogonal matrix
U ∈ Rp×d with unit norm columns. In Figure 2a, K∗ has d nonzero rows/columns. In Figure 2b,
K∗ is a dense rank-d matrix. We compare the performance of nuclear norm and `1,2 regularization
in each setting against an unconstrained baseline where we only enforce that K be psd. Given a
fixed number of samples, each method is compared in terms of the relative excess risk, R(K̂)−R(K
∗)
R(K∗) ,
and the relative squared recovery error, ‖K̂−K
∗‖2F
‖K∗‖2F
, averaged over 20 trials. The y-axes of both plots
have been trimmed for readability.
In the case that K∗ is sparse, `1,2 regularization outperforms nuclear norm regularization.
However, in the case of dense low rank matrices, nuclear norm reularization is superior. Notably,
as expected from our upper and lower bounds, the performances of the two approaches seem to be
within constant factors of each other. Therefore, unless there is strong reason to believe that the
underlying K∗ is sparse, nuclear norm regularization achieves comparable performance with a less
restrictive modeling assumption. Furthermore, in the two settings, both the nuclear norm and `1,2
constrained methods outperform the unconstrained baseline, especially in the case where K∗ is low
rank and sparse.
To empirically validate our sample complexity results, we compute the number of samples
averaged over 20 runs to achieve a relative excess risk of less than 0.1 in Figure 3. First, we fix
p = 100 and increment d from 1 to 10. Then we fix d = 10 and increment p from 10 to 100 to clearly
show the linear dependence of the sample complexity on d and p as demonstrated in Corollary 2.1.1.
To our knowledge, these are the first results quantifying the sample complexity in terms of the
number of features, p, and the embedding dimension, d.
Acknowledgments This work was partially supported by the NSF grants CCF-1218189 and
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(a) Sparse low rank metric
(b) Dense low rank metric
Figure 2: `1,2 and nuclear norm regularization performance
(a) d varying (b) p varying
Figure 3: Number of samples to achieve relative excess risk < 0.1
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4 Supplementary Materials
5 Proof of Results
5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Our argument follows standard statistical learning theory techniques used in the classification
literature. This framework is also similar to that used in the one bit matrix completion literature,
see [12]. The main ingredient in the proof is the use of a Matrix Bernstein to bound the Rademacher
complexity of our class.
By the Bounded Difference inequality,
R(K̂)−R(K?) = R(K̂)− R̂(K̂) + R̂(K̂)− R̂(K?) + R̂(K?)−R(K?)
≤ 2 sup
K∈Kλ,γ
|R̂(K)−R(K)|
≤ 2E[ sup
K∈Kλ,γ
|R̂(K)−R(K)|] +
√
2β2 log 2/δ
|S| ,
where β = supK∈Kλ,γ |`((yt〈M t,K〉)− `((yt′〈M t′ ,K〉)| ≤ Lγ since 〈M t,K〉 ≤ γ. Using standard
symmetrization and contraction lemmas, we can introduce Rademacher random variables εt ∈ {−1, 1}
for all t ∈ T so that
E
[
sup
K∈Kλ,γ
|R̂(K)−R(K)|
]
≤ E 2L|T | supK∈Kλ,γ
∣∣∣∣∣∑
t∈S
εt〈M t,K〉
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ E2L|S| supK∈Kλ,γ
‖
∑
t∈S
εtM t‖‖K‖∗
≤ E2Lλ|S| supK∈Kλ,γ
‖
∑
t∈S
εtM t‖
We employ a matrix Bernstein bound, Theorem 6.6.1 in [13], to compute
E‖
∑
t∈S
εtM t‖ ≤
√
140
‖XXT ‖
n
|S| log p+ 2 log p.
To see this, it suffices to bound
∥∥∑
t∈T M
2
t
∥∥ which is done in Lemma 5.1. Plugging this in above
gives
E
2Lλ
|S|
∥∥∥∥∥∑
t∈S
εtM t
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 2L

√√√√140λ2 ‖XXT ‖n log p
|S| +
2 log p
|S|

Lemma 5.1.
1
n
(
n−1
2
) ∥∥∥∥∥∑
t∈T
M2t
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 70‖XXT ‖n
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Proof. Let ei be the ith standard basis vector. For a triplet t = (i, j, k), define
Lt = eie
T
k + eke
T
i − eieTj − ejeTi + ejeTj − ekeTk
(in particular Lt is the matrix corresponding to the operator Lt given in Section 2.3). A
computation shows that 〈Lt,XTKX〉 = 〈M t,K〉 and moreover M t = XLtXT . By definition,
∑
t∈T
M2t =
∑
t∈T
XLtX
TXLtX
= X
(∑
t∈T
LtX
TXLt
)
XT
We now focus our attention on simplifying the middle term. Firstly, note that we can assume
that the X’s are centered, i.e. X1n = 0. To see this, note that the Lt’s are centered so in particular,
LtV = Lt. Then
LtX
TXLt = LtV
TXTXV Lt = Lt(XV )
T (XV )LT
so we can replace X with XV , i.e. we can center X. Also note that note that centering X only
diminishes the operator norm XXT , so centering does not affect the statement of the bound, and
furthermore a tighter statement is certainly possible by assuming that X is centered.
Using the reduction to a centered X, a computation (omitted due to length) shows that(∑
t∈T
LtX
TXLt
)
i,j
=
{
(2n− 3)‖XTX‖∗ + (n2 − 3n)‖xi‖2 i = j
(n− 4)〈xi,xj〉 − (n− 2)‖xj‖2 − (n− 2)‖xi‖2 − ‖XTX‖∗ i 6= j
To bound ‖∑t∈T LtXTXLt‖ ≤ 7n2, by Gershgorin’s Circle Theorem we just have to bound
the sums of the absolute values of the entries in each row. This ends up being,
(2n− 3 + n− 1)‖XTX‖∗ + (n2 − 3n+ (n− 1)(n− 2))‖xi‖2 + (n− 2)
∑
i 6=j
‖xj‖2
+(n− 4)
∑
i 6=j
|〈xi,xj〉|
≤ (2n− 3 + n− 1 + n− 2)‖XTX‖∗ + (n2 − 3n+ (n− 1)(n− 2)− 2)‖xi‖2
+(n− 4)
∑
j
‖xi‖‖xj‖
≤ (4n− 6)‖XTX‖∗ + (2n2 − 6n)‖xi‖2 + n(n− 4) max
j
‖xj‖2
≤ (4n− 6)nmax
j
‖xj‖2 + (2n2 − 6n) max
j
‖xj‖2 + (n2 − 4n) max
j
‖xj‖2
≤ 7n2 max
j
‖xj‖2
So ‖∑t∈T LtXTXLt‖ ≤ 7n2 and
1
n
(
n−1
2
) ∥∥∥∥∥∑
t∈T
XLtX
TXLtX
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 70‖XXT ‖n
using the fact that 2n
2
(n−1)(n−2) ≤ 10 for positive n ≥ 3.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3
We will need the following lemma relating the KL-divergence to squared distance in this section and
in the proof of Theorem 2.7.
Lemma 5.2. Let y, z ∈ (0, 1), then
2(z − y)2 ≤ KL(z||y) ≤ (z − y)
2/2
infx∈(0,1) x(1− x)
Proof. For y, z ∈ (0, 1) let g(z) = z log zy + (1 − z) log 1−z1−y . Then g′(z) = log z1−z − log y1−y and
g′′(z) = 1z(1−z) . By Taylor’s theorem, for some η in the interval between y and z, g(z) =
g′′(η)
2 (z−y)2.
So for a lower bound,
g(z) ≥ (z − y)
2/2
supx∈(0,1) x(1− x)
≥ 2(z − y)2.
Similarly an upper bound is given by,
g(z) ≤ (z − y)
2/2
infx∈(0,1) x(1− x)
Now we resume the proof of Theorem 2.3. Fix X = I. Given triplet comparisons generated
according to K, we are interested in finding the minimax lower bound,
inf
K̂
sup
K∈K′λ,γ
E[R(K̂)]−R(K)
Where as previously computed in Section 2.3
R(K̂)−R(K) = 1|T |
∑
t∈T
f(〈M t,K〉) log f(〈M t,K〉)
f(〈M t, K̂〉)
+ (1− f(〈M t,K〉)) log 1− f(〈M t,K〉)
1− f(〈M t, K̂〉)
Lemma 2.4 implies,
R(K̂)−R(K) ≥ 2C
2
f
|T | ‖M(K)−M(K̂)‖
2
2.
where Cf = inf |x|≤γ f ′(x). We will construct a set κ ⊂ K′λ,γ so that for any two K1,K2 ∈ κ, with
K1 6 =K2,
• 2C
2
f
|T | ‖M(K1)−M(K2)‖2F ≥ 4s2n, for K1 6= K2
• Let PSK denote the sample distribution of a set of |S| samples conditioned on it being drawn from
K ∈ κ. Then we also require KL(PS
K1
||PS
K2
) ≤ 116 ln |κ|
Following an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in [14], it will then follow from a variant of
Fano’s inequality, namely Lemma A.1 from [15], that
inf
K̂
sup
K∈K′λ,γ
E[R(K̂)]−R(K) ≥ s2n.
By Lemma 8.3 of [16], there exists a subset κ ⊂ K′λ,γ , and an absolute constant 0 < C1 < 1 such that
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• ln |κ| ≥ C1d ln pd
• Each element of κ has sparsity d, is 0 away from the diagonal, and on the diagonal the elements
are either 0 or γ, for a value of γ ≥ 0 we will choose later.
• For all Ki,Kj ∈ κ, ‖Ki −Kj‖0 ≥ C1d.
Therefore, for K1,K2 ∈ κ, we need only to show KL(K1||K2) ≤ 116 ln |κ|. Using the fact that
X = I,
2C2f
|T | ‖M(K
1)−M(K2)‖22 ≥
2C2f
|T | p
∑
j<k
((K1kk −K2kk)− (K1jj −K2jj))2
≥ 2C
2
fC1pd(p− 2d)γ2
|T |
To see the second to last inequality, note that there are at least C1d(p−2d) pairs of indices j, k where
K1kk 6= K2kk but K1jj = K2jj , because K1 and K2 share at least p − 2d entries on their diagonal
that are both 0. Each such entry contributes a γ2 to the sum.
In particular choose,
s2n =
C2fC1pd(p− 2d)γ2
2|T | .
We proceed by selecting γ such that KL(PS
K1
||PS
K2
) ≤ 116 ln |κ|. Assume our samples are
S = {(t, yt)}. Then since the samples are i.i.d.
KL(PS
K1
||PS
K2
) =
∑
t∈S
KL(PK1(t)||PK2(t))
where PKi(t) is the distribution of yt conditioned on K
i, in particular the probability of yt = −1 is
f(〈M t,Ki〉).
We can bound each term of the sum above using the upper bound from Lemma 5.2.
KL(PK1(t)||PK2(t)) ≤
(f(〈Mt,K1〉)− f(〈Mt,K2〉))2
2 inft f(〈Mt,K2〉)(1− f(〈Mt,K2〉))
≤ (〈Mt,K
1 −K2〉)2 sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
2 inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
≤ γ
2 sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
2 inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
Summing over t ∈ S, we require that
KL(PS
K1
||PS
K2
) ≤ γ
2|S| sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
2 inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
≤ C1
16
d ln
p
d
≤ 1
16
ln |κ|,
so in particular, we will take
γ2 sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
2 inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
=
C1
16|S|d ln
p
d
From this point on, let’s take λ = p, and d = p4 . Now we have a few additional constraints on γ,
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• Since ‖Ki‖1,2 ≤ λ for each Ki ∈ κ , we require γd ≤ λ, so in particular γ ≤ 4.
• In addition, we are going to require γ ≥ 1 since we will need pγ ≥ λ (used below).
Based on these conditions, we just take γ = 2 and after simplification choose,
|S| := C1p ln 4 inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
32γ2 sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
Now we are finally in a position to use our choice of γ, d, λ and |S|. We see that
s2n =
C2fC1pd(p− 2d)γ2
2|T | =
C2fC1p
2γλ
16|T | (since pγ ≥ λ)
≥ C
2
fC1γλ
8p
≥
C2f
√
inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
8p
√
sup|ν|≤2 f ′(ν)2
√
C31 ln 4
32
p
|S|
=
C2f
32
√
inf |x|≤γ f(x)(1− f(x))
sup|ν|≤γ f ′(ν)2
√√√√C31 ln 4
2
λ2 ‖XX
T ‖
n
|S|
where the final equality follows from the fact that we have chosen X = In so n = p. 
5.3 Proof of Lemma 2.4
Proof of Lemma 2.4. As computed prior to the statement of Theorem 2.7.
R(K̂)−R(K∗) = 1|T |
∑
t∈T
KL(f(〈M t,K∗〉)||f(〈M t, K̂〉))
Now using Lemma 5.2 with z = f(〈M t,K∗〉) and y = f(〈M t, K̂〉) we see
KL(f(〈M t,K∗〉)||f(〈M t, K̂〉)) ≥ 2C2f (〈M t,K∗〉 − 〈M t, K̂〉)2
Summing over all t ∈ T
R(K̂)−R(K?) ≥ 2C
2
f
|T |
∑
t∈T
(〈M t,K∗〉 − 〈M t, K̂〉)2
=
2C2f
|T |
∑
t∈T
(〈M t, K̂ −K?〉)2 =
2C2f
|T | ‖M(K̂)−M(K
∗)‖22.
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 2.7
Before launching into the proof of Theorem 2.7, we first prove an auxiliary set of results that depend
on the classical correspondence between centered Gram matrices and Euclidean distance matrices.
For a more in depth discussion of this correspondence, we refer interested readers to [17]. Let Snh be
the subspace of symmetric hollow matrices, i.e. symmetric matrices with zero diagonal, and let Snc be
the subspace of centered Gram matrices, i.e. positive semi-definite matrices with 1n in their kernel.
Note that dimSnh = dimSnc =
(
n
2
)
. In fact these spaces are isomorphic with an explicit linear
isomorphism given by the maps
Snh → Snc : D → −
1
2
V DV
with inverse
Snc → Snh : G→ diag(G)1Tn − 2G+ 1ndiag(G)T
where again, V = In − 1n1n1Tn .
Given a set of centered points X ∈ Rp, then under the isomorphism above, the associated Gram
matrix G ∈ Snc maps to the squared distance matrix D ∈ Snh. In particular, a matrix in Snh is a valid
Euclidean distance matrix if and only if −12V DV is a centered Gram matrix.
Given a triplet t = (i, j, k) ∈ T , we can define an operator ∆t(D) := Dij −Dik and
∆(D) := (∆t(D)| for t ∈ T )
analogous to L and M. In particular, for associated D and G, ∆t(D) = Lt(G) for all t so
∆(D) = L(G). We can now prove the key lemmas used in the proof of 2.7.
Lemma 5.3. The null space of L is one dimensional, spanned by V .
Proof. Lemma 2 in [11] shows ker ∆ is one dimensional and is spanned by J = 1n1Tn − In. A
computation shows that −12V JV = 12V . Since L(V ) = ∆(J) = 0, V spans kerL.
We rely on an analogous statement for distance matrices given in Lemma 3 in [11].
Lemma 5.4. Let G ∈ Snc and H the component of G orthogonal V then ‖L(H)‖2 ≥ n‖H‖2F .
Proof. Again, let D be the symmetric hollow matrix corresponding to G. We can take a decomposi-
tion of D into a component perpendicular to ker ∆
D = C + σDJ .
Applying −12V · V to both sides we get,
G = −1
2
V CV +
σD
2
V .
We claim that H = −12V CV and σG = σD/2. It suffices to prove that V CV is perpendicular
to V . To see this note that 〈V CV ,V 〉 = 〈C,V 〉 = 0, since C is hollow and perpendicular to J .
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We now apply Lemma 3 in [11] which shows that the minimal eigenvalue of ∆ is n.
‖L(H)‖2 = ‖∆(C)‖2
≥ n‖C‖2F (since C is perpendicular to the kernel of ∆)
≥ n
∥∥∥∥−12V CV
∥∥∥∥2
F
(Since V is a projection.)
≥ n‖H‖2F
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We begin by applying Lemma 2.6 in the specific case where G∗ = XTK∗X
and Ĝ = XT K̂X with H∗ and Ĥ defined analogously to above. Firstly, by definition
Ĝ−G∗ = Ĥ −H∗ + (σ
Ĝ
− σG∗)V
By orthogonality
‖Ĝ−G∗‖2F = ‖Ĥ −H∗‖2F + (σĜ − σG∗)2‖V ‖2F
= ‖Ĥ −H∗‖2F + (n− 1)(σĜ − σG∗)2 (Since ‖V ‖2F = n− 1)
≤ ‖Ĥ −H∗‖2F +
n− 1
(n− d− d′ − 1)‖Ĥ −H
∗‖2F
(By Lemma 2.6 σ
Ĝ
− σG∗ is a repeated eigenvalue with multiplicity n− d− d′ − 1)
= Cd,d′‖Ĥ −H∗‖2F .
Now,
‖M(K̂)−M(K∗)‖22 = ‖L(XTKX)− L(XTK∗X)‖2
≥ n‖Ĥ −H∗‖2F (Using Lemma 5.4)
≥ ‖Ĝ−G∗‖2F (From the above.)
=
n
Cd,d′
‖XT K̂X −XTK∗X‖2F
≥ nσmin(XX
T )2
Cd,d′
‖K̂ −K∗‖2F
To see the last line, recall vec(XTKX) = (XT ⊗XT )vec(K). Now, the minimal eigenvalue of
XT ⊗XT is σmin(XXT ) which is nonzero since X is rank p.
So we see from Lemma 2.4, that
nσmin(XX
T )2
|T | ‖K − K̂‖
2
F ≤
Cd,d′
C2f
(R(K̂)−R(K∗))
The result now follows from Theorem 2.1.
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